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About This Game

Ultimate Arena is a competitive first person shooter arena game.
Compete against other players online to prove your worth, wielding a loadout of 12 brutal weapons and wrecking total havoc

within the arenas!
Control health, armor and weapon pickups throughout the map to gain an advantage against your foes.

Prepare to frag like you never have!

Weapons
-------------
Gauntlet

You spawn with it. This short ranged melee blade will hack and prune anyone dumb enough to get too close up and personal.

Pistol
You spawn with it. The long range and moderate firing rate will allow you to pick off enemies at both medium and long
distances, providing they don't overtake you with heavier firepower. Secondary fire uses ice charges which are able to

temporary freeze opponents, bogging them down.

Shotgun
The pump action shotgun inflicts considerable damage at close range.
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Double Shotgun
Slower than the pump action shotgun but twice as deadly at close range.

Assault Rifle
A special hybrid automatic rifle which peppers foes with 16mm rounds even at long range without ever having the need to

reload. Lethal if you have an accurate aim.

Shredder
This unique and nasty tool fires a pair of circular blades in quick succession. You can ricochet them off walls and slice foes who

are out of your line of sight.

Rocket Launcher
Blow stuff up. Solve problems.

Grenade Launcher
This particular model is able to detonate your grenades at any given moment by using secondary fire.

Laser Prism
The electric beam is able to harm targets at medium range. Your accuracy will determine the outcome of the fight.

Plasma Cannon
Designed to sweep large areas with plasma projectiles. You'll need to properly predict the enemies movement in order to get the

best out of this weapon.

Gas Rifle
This thing spews foulness all over the place. Good for crowd control. The low damage is heavily compensated by the large area

of effect.

Crossbow
Primary fire shoots deadly bolts at high speed. Secondary fire also consumes electricity ammo but allows higher range and

damage by using electrified arrows.
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Title: Ultimate Arena
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kenneth Caselli, Gianmarco Rocco
Publisher:
AceGamer Network
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Italian
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Its fantastic to see a successful Game based on lemmings
So Many have tried and so many have failed

Plastiland though manages to have all the colour and charm
that made lemmings so addictive yet with its own identitiy
Plastiland is challenging enough to keep people of all ages and IQs scratching their heads
I hope we see this game develop adding more puzzels and more critters to transform into
Perhaps we'll even see the addition of user made content with an integrated puzzle designer
or through the steam workshop

Highly recommended. I Bet the game wouldn't be that bad, if there wasn't the Jump bug... you just can't cross that parkour or
whatever it is.
. Game isn't based an creating a fun story. You make choices in regards to keeping order within four categories. The choices do
not tell you good or bad but what they do pertain to. Most make sense but some do not. Usually they end up going out of control
and you die by getting too much or too little in the bars. Overall I have just gotten bored and have just been trying to beat it for
the sake of beating it.

6 hours in and I have only unlocked half of the characters and possible cards. Either I suck or the game does...you choose.

Wouldn't buy again.. This game can be great. Instead of killing zombies you controll them witch is fun and you don't see many
games that do this.
Its in alpha but shows a lot of potential to become a great game. I'm hoping for new levels to come as soon as possible.

Obviously there was some stuff that i didn't like. Such as the way the zombies behave. For example when you tell them to attack
someone even tough they are getting their♥♥♥♥♥kicked they completely ignore the person thats tryng to kill them. So pretty
much what you do in this game is to tell them where to go and they handle the rest. The heart beat when your chaos meter gets
filled up is really loud and annoying... So on. I am writing these of the top of my head so i probably will froget about some of
them.

Played all the current levels. First 3 was a blast to play. Skirmish map however is really really hard.
The last map is only for alpha players and it basicly lets you spawn any npc you want and just do as you please witch was the
best map for me. I dont think there will be anything like a map editor/creator. At least i havent heard of it. If there is and i think
there HAS TO BE a map editor. That would give the game so much replay value.
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So AI acts stupid sometimes. Both zombies and humans. Haven't come across any bugs. The existing levels are pretty good but
there is room for improvement. Other than that this game is really fun to play and it has an idea that we don't see in games very
often. I cant say you will like the game but i certinly love zombie games and this was one of the best i played as far as the
gameplay goes.... A nice arcade style game for casual players or hardcore ones. Basically, the tiny droids revolve around you that
attack and protect you from opposing droids. A pretty good game that anyone can play and play against for a couple of bucks!.
So I have played this game for a good bit, beat it three times already with the different endings. It has great potential, the
combat system is simple and pretty fun for what it is, and like the old Fallout games you can go through the whole game without
killing a damn thing, granted you may get a minor head ache like I did. I will give a little list of pros and cons down below, in
my opinion of course. I will NOT be counting ponies as a pro or con, because it really doesnt matter.

Pros in my opinion:
- A dark story that has some good potental.
- Gameplay mechanics are easy to understand.
- Three different ways to control the character (Might be minor, but its certainly nice.
- The bit graphics are not the ultimate but they are certainly detailed and lovely, bringing the dark themes out wonderfully.
-Different endings, now three endings, one bad, one neutral-ish, and a good ending.
-Sound track adds a ton of atmosphere and over all is pretty great! Except for the pause menu sounds..

Cons:
-The pause menu sounds grind on the ears and are definitely a bit annoying. Luckily its just a pause menu and you wont be in it
much at all.
- No bar or anything to tell when your character will go maniac (This happens when you kill too much without soothing souls).
- To some people the game could be very basic, but what do you expect from an early access game and is still in development?

I really had to think for a few of the cons, honestly this game is pretty fun for only two dollars U.S. I am very much looking
foward to the coming updates and where this game will go.

Edit: New update added a new ending, an actual 'good' ending. Thank you developers!. I'm kinda dissapointed to this game after
saw some teaser and demo on youtube.
First for its graphic especialy on character model and movement in the cutscene I feel like it's a game from over ten years ago.
Voice acting for thai language is terrible in most character. (But sounds ok for english, if you are thai and can understand
english go for it).
Poor control in some situation. It gave me so much headache (If some of you guys ok with that, good for you)
Very buggy, in my case the game saved when my character droped under the ground and unplayable unless I have to restart the
whole game, WTF! (I was playing on chapter 7 if you ask me)

But it has decent story and sound effect and music and it can make you scare for good.
If you don't mind the cons above it's a decent game for this price (ิbut it'll be good if a little bit cheaper).

But for me it failed in many ways. I give it 3/10.
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This isn't a bad game per say. In fact I found it quite entertaining, if a little rough around the edges. The problem isn't that the
game is bad, but the developers. Had they continued to push out content and updates, this game could have been great. I could
have dumped hours and hours into it. However, less than a week from the official release, the developers went radio silent. They
even promised a new update way back on May 18th, slated for May 25th. It is now August 23rd at the time I write this review,
and there has not been a word, or an update since that post.

Now, I normally don't write reviews about this kind of thing.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665happens, people have
lives. A small group of indie devs can have things come up. But it's been three full months. The dev's haven't posted or replied
to anything on the forums in that time. They also gave absolutely no indication they were going on hiatus. They just took the
money and ran.

Apparently this developer group has a history of abbandoning games. Their last couple hotel simulator games were abbandoned
and left incomplete. This is just one more on the list.

Is it a bad game? No. Is it worth the money? Honestly, the $8.00 asking price is quite reasonable for what you get.

Should you buy it?
I wouldn't, the game needs work, and it doesn't look like its ever going to get it. If the game had any future prospect I would
probably recommend it, but right now, while it isn't a bad game, you can do better with your $8.00.

Developers shouldn't be encouraged to do this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I will say that at least this group moved
out of early access before abbandoning the project. But they still abbandoned it within a week of its release, so that isn't much
better.. While Pixel Puzzles: UndeadZ didn't "WOW" me, it is still a really good puzzle game. A different style of gameplay
from the Japan game. The controls are smooth, easy to learn. You can play this game with one hand. Great going Devs. Give us
more. The gallery has some good art work in it. I highly recommend this game to any puzzle lover.. From what I have played so
far, this is a very good (early access) game at a reasonable price (\u00a37.19 at the time of writing). I like that there are two
different trains which provides a bit of a difference if you get bored. The scenarios included so far are also interesting and
challenging. You have to really keep your eye on the ball to avoid points penalties for late or early arrival, speeding etc. This can
be a tad frustrating when you first start playing, because it's very easy to lose all of your points very quickly if you're not paying
attention.

The Moscow Metro is faithfully recreated and the graphics are nice, if a bit fuzzy at times. Some of the scenarios contain a bit
of history about the Metro stations, which is interesting to learn about. I find that the game runs pretty well, unlike some
previous reviewers. I don't seem to experience much drops in frame rate or other performance issues. I also haven't found any
major bugs so far, which is pretty impressive for an early access game!

The English translation in the scenarios (including the tutorials) is sometimes a little bit dodgy, but there hasn't been a point
where I couldn't understand what it meant. It would be good if this translation could be improved in a future update. The station
announcements are bilingual (in Russian and then English), which is a nice touch. The graphics on the inside of the cab are all in
Russian, although if you hover over them there is English text which tells you what each button does and you quickly learn what
everything does, so this isn't a problem.

All in all, I would recommend this game in its current state and look forward to see what the developers will come up with in
future updates. I think this game has a huge amount of potential and is much better than the similar World of Subways series in
many ways.. On the one hand, absolutely amazing, has very few problems, no bugs, no glitches, fair and square, good purchase.
Good time killer, I enjoyed playing for 19 minutes while i got all the achievements, and i'll definitely re-play the game for fun
(which i usually don't do with these quick, rush-through type of games). Would recommend 10\/10. Also very cheap.
BUT
On the other hand, you didn't think about literally anyone from NOT the US, we don't have the z button next to the other too,
for us it's where you have the Y key, so it makes REALLY difficult to switch between colors. You didn't even give the option to
let me change they keys in the option menu. A very important missing feature if you ask me.
Also on lv3 when the game slows down, idk actually why it does, but it actually makes the game a LOT easier to play when it's
slowed down, it's not disturbing at all.
. Never in my life have I once thought to myself that I needed a game so badly until I saw it. Would pay for future DLC tbh..
seems right now it will be what it is.
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